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December/
January 2015

Nov 19 Nov 26 Dec 12 Ad Week Marketer of the Year
Strategy identifies the marketers who stood out for boldly reinventing their branding playbook, and names an overall Marketer 
of the Year, as determined by peer voting.

+ 11th Annual Canadian Marketing Survey
From budget trajectory and media spend trends to what motivates and challenges Canada’s marketers, strategy tabulates 
the shifts in activity and attitude.

Mid-season TV
What’s working and what’s next – a look at how viewership is shaping up across the spectrum – who is stealing share and 
creating content for a new generation.

February/ 
March

Jan 22 Jan 29 Feb 20 CASSIES  
BCON 
NABS
CIMC

Creative Report Card
Winning means you’re the best. So we crunch the trophy numbers to see whose ideas mattered most on the global, national 
and regional awards show front. Our calibrations reveal the top advertiser, agency and creatives in Canada, providing an 
annual benchmark of marketing talent trajectory.

The CASSIES
The CASSIES is the award show based on results, and in this issue, strategy shares those results, plus the case studies of all 
the winning work – the most effective advertising in the country. 

Professional development & education
Roles are changing, new skills are called for, and craft is struggling to keep pace. Strategy takes a look at how educational 
programs are meeting the new demands, and how agencies and brands are tackling training and staffing up for the future. 

April Mar 5 Mar 12 Mar 30 Cause + Action awards
Strategy’s annual celebration of brands which are leading change – from sustainability to cause and social action. 

™Strategy and “bold vision brand new ideas” are trademarks of Brunico Communications Ltd. All information subject to change
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May Apr 2 Apr 9 Apr 27 Shopper Marketing Forum Retail Reinvention
Loyalty, big data, mobile, tech – shopping has never been so interesting and complex. Strategy looks at how new players and 
tools are changing Canada’s retail scene, and which strategies work best.

Shopper Innovation Awards
Brands, retailers and agency partners are collaborating more to create custom, integrated and engaging programs. A jury of 
top execs from across the industry select Canada’s breakthrough shopper marketing.

June May 6 May 13 June 1 Cannes Lions
Globe and Mail insertion to  
40,000 readers
AToMiC

Canada at Cannes
Published in association with The Globe and Mail, this special edition of strategy curates the best creative from Canada, 
sharing our marketing and advertising innovation, leadership and success stories with the international ad world at Cannes 
and with the Globe’s Canadian business audience. 

AToMiC Awards
As advertising, tech and content intersect, exciting new programs are being formed. AToMiC identifies the most boundary-
pushing work – coming from the realm of ad, digital and media agencies, producers and game developers, as well as 
networks and media companies.

July/August May 25 June 4 June 23 Fall TV
All the upfront intel affecting Canada’s skeds. New shows, new viewing trends, plus insider picks and pans. Strategy delivers 
the first look at the new programming grids and puts the networks’ new strategies into context.

September July 29 August 5 August 21 Promo Awards Next Big Thing
Every day there’s a new platform to factor in and a new marcom philosophy to absorb. But what will matter six months from 
now? Strategy taps the experts to help you navigate all the next big things. 

October Sept 10 Sept 17 Oct 5 Cannes Reel Screening Brand of the Year
Building a category-leading brand goes beyond campaigns. It’s a long-term team effort played out across the full go-to-
market spectrum. Strategy presents the brands at the top of their game and chronicles how they got there.

™Strategy and “bold vision brand new ideas” are trademarks of Brunico Communications Ltd. All information subject to change
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November Oct 8 Oct 15 Nov 2 AOY Strategy’s Agency of the Year + Media Director of the Year
Making the AOY shortlist means you are one of Canada’s top creative, media, digital or PR agencies. To win, agencies must 
prove creative and strategic bench strength across categories and deliver on brand goals. This issue celebrates the best body 
of work across Canadian advertising and identifies the most successful agencies.

B!G Awards
The B!G Awards celebrates the work that agencies do beyond the traditional boundaries of advertising, proving that clients 
trust them with projects outside their typical purview. 

December/
January 2016

Nov 19 Nov 26 Dec 14 Ad Week Marketer of the Year
Every year, a few brands stand out amid the clutter with bold and catchy campaigns. Strategy identifies the marketers who 
hatched those programs and taps peer voting to name an overall Marketer of the Year.
 
+ 12th Annual Canadian Marketing State of the Nation
This annual survey of Canadian marketing execs pinpoints what’s changing and what’s important next. From budget and media 
spend trends to what keeps Canada’s marketers up at night, strategy tracks the shifts in activity and attitude from year to year.
  
Mid-season TV
 What’s new, what survived, and who is stealing share. A look at how viewership is playing out across the full broadcast spectrum.
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